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The easiest and fastest way to add mp4/wmv(avi/divx/mpg/mov/m2ts/mkv/m4v/mkv(AVCHD) time to your video! Visual AVCHD Time Stamp lets you add the Date and Time of a specific area or overall Frame of a video! Plus the ability to add/change the
User and timecode in some applications! Excellent for adding information to your DV, cable, and other videos! Features: 1) Input can be from: ** Quick time (mov)** * Filepicker ** MPEG & WMV & AVI(mov) * Filepicker ** Divx & Xvid * Filepicker

*** DV(avi) * Filepicker ** AVI(mp4)(m2ts) * Microsoft Media Foundation 2) Output can be to: ** ANY FORMATS! ******PC/Media Players support ****** ** ECE, vcodec, ges, dv * Microsoft Media Foundation ** Dv, H263, AVI(mov), MP3,
MP4 ** Apple Quicktime, Realplayer, and Windows Media Player ** Quicktime, Realplayer, and Windows Media Player 3) Add the Date and Time of the first/last frame to any file (VIDEO) 4) Add the Date and Time of any region to any file(VIDEO) 5)
Option for each file type to choose with the timecode as the creation time or modification time 6) Option to rename files or any folder for each file type after processing 7) Output location to a folder or split file 8) Option to change the time in 24 or 10 hour
format 9) Options for files to add and remove user ***** Please refer to THE TUTORIAL PART FOR MORE DETAILS ON USE! 10) Never lose any settings, or as described in the video you may choose to keep the same settings for that input file. 9.45

Send your comments Please note that the following options are only available for registered users of the site.
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Add highly visual information to your AVCHD videos to make video editing more convenient. Visual AVCHD Time Stamp User Interface: Open - Add date and time information to your AVCHD movie Play - Play back time information as it was added
ExactFrame - Select a timecode that you want to display a specific frame SkipFrame - Skip back and forth a number of frames StretchFrame - Increase or reduce the video while keeping the time the same Reset - Resets the timecode to the beginning of the
AVCHD file. Cancel - Removes information from the AVCHD file. Visual AVCHD Time Stamp Video Tutorials: 5:06 Visual AVCHD Time Stamp Main Window - Duration: 11 seconds Find out how to use Visual AVCHD Time Stamp to add timestamps

to your AVCHD movie. 15:52 Visual AVCHD Time Stamp Properties - Duration: 12 seconds Learn how to configure Visual AVCHD Time Stamp settings. In the following tutorial, a video with various timestamp frame positions is converted into an
AVCHD file and a timecode is extracted. This tutorial will show you how to embed the date and time into the AVCHD file in the following step. Let’s see how to add the date and time stamps of the video files into an AVCHD movie. 1. Open the Visual

AVCHD Time Stamp Open the Visual AVCHD Time Stamp application and drag and drop a video file onto the main window, or click the Select button. Then, select the Play button. The tool will start previewing the video file and then extract the necessary
information in a frame position that you’d like to mark, e.g., frame 60, etc. 2. Add a Date and Time Stamp To add date and time stamps to the AVCHD file, click the ExactFrame button, and then input the x and y coordinate of the timecode for the frame

you want to mark. For example, if you want to mark frame 60, then enter the x and y coordinate 60, 52. If you want to skip a frame number, click the SkipFrame button to skip backward or forward the specified number of frames. The timecode will skip to
a frame after the specified timecode has passed. To reset the timecode, click the Reset 09e8f5149f
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Similar to: Avid Media Composer, Logilab Movie Plus, NZBV A free to use tool for creating the time based zipped portable files containing files of any type i.e. audio, images, audio/video. Allows the user to specify the content of the zip file and the date
and time of the zip file creation. The files are created in the same location as the application. Movies, music, photos, podcasts, and audiobooks, all compressed into a single ZIP file that can be unzipped using a ZIP or ZIP compatible program. The files are
created in the same location as the application. Movies, music, photos, podcasts, and audiobooks, all compressed into a single ZIP file that can be unzipped using a ZIP or ZIP compatible program. The files are created in the same location as the application.
Movies, music, photos, podcasts, and audiobooks, all compressed into a single ZIP file that can be unzipped using a ZIP or ZIP compatible program. The files are created in the same location as the application. A free to use tool for creating the time based
zipped portable files containing files of any type i.e. audio, images, audio/video. Allows the user to specify the content of the zip file and the date and time of the zip file creation. The files are created in the same location as the application. Movies, music,
photos, podcasts, and audiobooks, all compressed into a single ZIP file that can be unzipped using a ZIP or ZIP compatible program. The files are created in the same location as the application. Movies, music, photos, podcasts, and audiobooks, all
compressed into a single ZIP file that can be unzipped using a ZIP or ZIP compatible program. The files are created in the same location as the application. A free to use tool for creating the time based zipped portable files containing files of any type i.e.
audio, images, audio/video. Allows the user to specify the content of the zip file and the date and time of the zip file creation. The files are created in the same location as the application. Movies, music, photos, podcasts, and audiobooks, all compressed into
a single ZIP file that can be unzipped using a ZIP or ZIP compatible program. The files are created in the same location as the application

What's New In?

Visual AVCHD Time Stamp is an advanced and rather intuitive Windows application that lets you embeds the date and time stamp of a video in its AVCHD file. It features a built-in video previewer and automatic PC shutdown, among other handy options.
Standard interface and advanced options The interface of the application does not put too much emphasis on looks but it's pretty simple to navigate. You can select an AVCHD file (.mts or.m2ts format) to preview in the main application window and seek a
position within the playback. It is possible to set the date and time stamps along with their position on the image by specifying the x and y coordinates, customize the font, as well as to set their on-screen duration. Configure program preferences The program
supports multiple UI languages, so you can choose the preferred one. What's more, you can adjust the time, modify the output video size and bit rate, skip audio transcoding, use the first timecode as the output file's creation time together with the last
timecode as the modification time, as well as set a new name for the file. Evaluation and conclusion The program took a reasonable amount of time to finish timestamp embedding in our tests, during which it remained light on system resources. No error
dialogs popped up, and the tool did not hang or crash. Screenshots of Visual AVCHD Time Stamp Visare AVCHD Time Stamp Publisher's Description Visare AVCHD Time Stamp is an advanced and rather intuitive Windows application that lets you
embeds the date and time stamp of a video in its AVCHD file. It features a built-in video previewer and automatic PC shutdown, among other handy options. Standard interface and advanced options The interface of the application does not put too much
emphasis on looks but it's pretty simple to navigate. You can select an AVCHD file (.mts or.m2ts format) to preview in the main application window and seek a position within the playback. It is possible to set the date and time stamps along with their
position on the image by specifying the x and y coordinates, customize the font, as well as to set their on-screen duration. Configure program preferences The program supports multiple UI languages, so you can choose the preferred one. What's more, you
can adjust the time, modify the output video size and bit rate, skip audio transcoding, use the first timecode as the output file's creation time together with the
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System Requirements:

Languages: English, Japanese, Korean Online Play: N/A Technical Requirements: Minimum: OS: Microsoft® Windows® Vista Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo Memory: 2 GB RAM Hard Disk: 8 GB available space OS: Microsoft® Windows® 7 OS:
Microsoft® Windows® 8
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